Previously we obtained a covariance formula for the ranks of submatrices of a random matrix over a finite field. We proved that the code weight correlations follow from these correlations. Now we prove a simple covariance formula for the ranks of submatrices of arbitrary dimensions.
Introduction
In [3, Theorem 1.1.26 and Exercise 1. 
where r I denotes the rank of the submatrix spanned by the columns in I of the generator matrix. So everything about the weight distribution of a linear code is given by the ranks (q −r I ) of submatrices. In particular, one can find the correlations between the code weights from those of the ranks [2] .
Let us consider a k × n matrix and two subsets of columns, say I and J. Let r I and r J denote the ranks of the submatrices spanned by the column sets .
The above formula is quite simple and it suggests a conjecture for the case of submatrices of arbitrary dimensions. The main result of the present paper is an analogue formula for the covariance between the ranks of submatrices of arbitrary dimensions.
In this paper we consider matrices over a finite field F q . The entries of our matrices are independent and their values are uniformly distributed over F q .
Consider such a random matrix. Let us denote the rank of the submatrix spanned by the row set I and the column set K by r I×K . Our main result is the establishing of the following theorem.
Main Theorem 1.1. Let I, J be sets of row indices and K, L be sets of column indices in the same matrix. Then the covariance between the rank functions q −r I×K and q −r J×L is given by
Preliminaries
The main ingredient in the following calculations is the probability function of a random k × n matrix over F q to have a given rank. This probability is expressed using the q analogues of integers and factorials in terms of them. For any integer q = 1 and a positive integer n, define the q anlogue of n by
[n] q = q n − 1.
Then one has the analogue factorial
We will often make use of the q-Binomial coefficients
The interested reader can find more on these functions in for example [1] . Let us fix the field size q and drop the subscript from the q-factorials from this point on. Let P (n, k, r) denote the probability that a random k × n matrix over F q to have rank r. This probability is given by [4, P. 338] , in the following form
Thanks to the identity
( [1, P. 14]) the probability P (n, k, r) can be put in a product form
In the rest of the work, we often meet the following type of problem. Suppose we want to construct a k × n matrix where a fixed set of M columns are known to have rank m. We will often need the probability that this matrix has rank r. We denote this probability by P (n, k, M, m, r) and it is given by the following formula [2] 
In the following proposition, we give some useful identities for the calculations in the rest of the work. Proposition 2.1.
2.
3.
Proof. First identity is from [1, P. 12]. The second identity follows by writing the previous equation for (x/q) and the third, writing the same equation for (x/q 2 ).
Covariance Between the Ranks
Let A be a given k × n matrix over F q . We will be interested in the ranks of submatrices of A. We identify a submatrix by its spanning row set I ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , k} and the column set K ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n}. We denote the rank of this submatrix by r I×K and the rank function of the same matrix by q −r I×K . When dealing with index sets, we need abbreviations for their notations. The intersection of two index sets I and J will be denoted by the juxtaposition IJ. We will also need to shorten the notation for the set difference. When we are given two, say, column index sets K and L, we denote K \ L byK. We will also use the same notation for a set and its cardinality when there is no confusion.
Let I, J be two sets of rows and K, L be two sets of columns in the same matrix. We refer to the covariance between the rank functions q −r I×K and q −r J×L by the covariance between the ranks. This covariance is given by
where E is the mathematical expectation. Expectation of one rank function is given [2] by
So the main technical step will be the calculation of the expectation E(q −r I×K −r J×L ). 
Proof. The only unknown part of the covariance (9) is the expectation E(q −r I×K −r J×L ). This expectation is given by the sum
where P (r I×K = s, r J×L = t) is the probability that the corresponding submatrices have given ranks s and t. We find this probability as a summation over rank probabilities of some submatrices. The pairwise expectation is given by the sum
In the above sum, r denotes the rank of the matrix spanned by the rows IJ and columns KL (the matrix P QZU of Figure (2) ). Probability that this 70İbrahimÖzen matrix has rank r is given by P (KL, IJ, r).
(12)
Now we fix the rank of the matrix IQZT of the Figure (2) . This is an IJ × K matrix with KL columns having rank r. Fixing the rank of this matrix by n, amounts to bringing a factor P (K, IJ − r, n − r).
by the formula (5).
Likewise, we have the IJ × L matrix P RV U , whose KL columns have rank r. To fix the rank of this matrix as m, we bring the new factor P (L, IJ − r, m − r). Now let us read the matrix XY ZT by its rows. We want this matrix to have rank s, where IJ of its columns have rank n. This requires the factor
As the last step, to fix the rank of the matrix P RST as t, we multiply all above probabilities by P (J, L − m, t − m).
Let E := E(q −r I×K −r J×L ). When we substitute the above probabilities we get
where
Now we substitute u := t − m and v := s − n and transform the formula to
this time with the exponent
For the summation over the index u we apply the identity (7)
In a similar fashion, after summing up over the index v, the expectation E becomes
with the exponent
Now if we substitute x := n − r and y := m − r, we get
To continue the summation, we first simplify over x. We have
by the identities (6) and (7). Summation over x and similarly for y gives
Now we write the expectation in Eq. (15) as a sum, E = E 1 + E 2 + E 3 , where When we apply identities (6), (7) and (8) to the sums in E 1 , E 2 and E 3 respectively, we get
Now we have each term in the following covariance formula explicitly cov(q −r I×K , q −r J×L ) = E 1 + E 2 + E 3 − E q −r I×K E q −r J×L .
After cancellations, we obtain the covariance as promised.
